SUBJECT: TERRORISM ITEM IN UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY

1. GA WILL CONSIDER SATURDAY SEPT. 23 WHETHER TO APPROVE RECOMMENDATION OF GENERAL COMMITTEE, PASSED SEPT. 22 BY 15 (BELGIUM, CANADA, COLOMBIA, CYPRUS, FRANCE, HAITI, ICELAND, JAPAN, NEW ZEALAND, PHILIPPINES, PARAGUAY, RWANDA, UK, USA, URUGUAY) TO 7 (CHINA, ETHIOPIA, GUINEA, LIBYA, MAURITANIA, MAURITIUS, SYRIA) WITH 2 (CZECHOSLOVAKIA, USSR) ABSTENTIONS, THAT TERRORISM ITEM BE INSCRIBED ON AGENDA. PRESENT INDICATIONS ARE THAT UNLESS TOMORROW IN PLenary NUMBER OF COUNTRIES NOW APPARENTLY TAKING UNCERTAIN POSITIONS DECIDE TO VOTE IN FAVOR RE#THIS RECOMMENDATION COULD BE DEFEATED. THEREFORE, URGENT EFFORTS ARE REQUIRED WITH GOVTS TO EXPLAIN WHY INSCRIPTION IS IN THEIR ENLIGHTENED INTEREST AND WHY DEFEAT OF GC RECOMMENDATION WOULD INVOLVE SERIOUS BLOW TO THE UN FOR A NUMBER OF REASONS.

2. SYG WALDHEIM PROPOSED THIS ITEM HIMSELF AND ENTIRELY ON HIS OWN INITIATIVE. A VOTE AGAINST INSCRIPTION WOULD BE WIDELY INTERPRETED AS A VOTE AGAINST HIM AND HIS OFFICE, WEAKENING THE UN. STILL MORE IMPORTANT, UNWILLINGNESS OF UN MAJORITY EVEN TO CONSIDER ISSUE OF TERRORISM, WHICH PEOPLES OF THE WORLD REGARD AS URGENT CONCERN OF THE WORLD COMMUNITY, WOULD BE WIDELY INTERPRETED AS SIGN OF FUTILITY AND IRRELEVANCE OF THE ORGANIZATION.
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3. AS FAR AS US IS CONCERNED, WE REGARD ISSUE OF TERRORISM AS MATTER OF TOP PRIORITY. THIS MAY NOT BE, OF COURSE, AN ARGUMENT THAT WILL WEIGH HEAVILY WITH SOME COUNTRIES. YOU SHOULD KNOW HOWEVER THAT TOP LEVELS OF OUR GOVT WILL BE LOOKING AT SEPT. 23 VOTE, HOW INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES VOTED, AND WHAT EFFORTS WERE MADE TO MAKE SURE THEY ARE AWARE OF SIGNIFICANCE OF THEIR VOTE.

4. WITH REGARD TO RELATION THIS PROBLEM TO MIDDLE EAST WE BELIEVE THAT, WHILE UNDERTAKING URGENT MEASURES TO ERADICATE TERRORISM, WE SHOULD ALSO ADDRESS UNDERLYING CONFLICTS FROM WHICH IT SPRINGS. HOWEVER, FOLLOWING REALITIES MUST BE RECOGNIZED: A) ONLY ULTIMATE SOLUTION REMAINS PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT ON BASIS OF SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 242; B) PALESTINIAN ARABS FROM WHOSE RANKS TERRORIST MOVEMENT DRAWS ITS PRINCIPAL PARTICIPANTS, HAVE LEGITIMATE GRIEVANCES; C) TERRORIST ROUTE TO THEIR SOLUTION IS Destructive OF REAL INTERESTS OF PALESTINIANS OF WHOM TERRORISTS REPRESENT SMALL MINORITY AND OF ARAB WORLD GENERALLY FOR TWO BASIC REASONS: 1) UNIVERSAL ABHORRENCE OF TERRORIST ACTS DESTROYS UNDERSTANDING OF AND SYMPATHY FOR LEGITIMATE ENDS RESPONSIBLE ARABS SEEK, A PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT AND 2) TERRORISM ADVOCATES OPPOSE INSTEAD OF SUPPORTING PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT; IT IS ERRONEOUS TO MAINTAIN PROGRESS TOWARD SETTLEMENT IN ACCORDANCE SC RES 242 WOULD IN ITSELF END TERRORISM. OPPOSITE IS TRUE; IT IS NECESSARY TO MAKE PROGRESS TOWARD ENDING TERRORISM IN ORDER TO MAKE PROGRESS TOWARD SETTLEMENT BASED ON RES 242.

5. YOU CAN SAY THAT THE WORD TERRORISM IS NOT THE IMPORTANT MATTER. WE ARE FLEXIBLE ON THIS. IT WOULD BE VERY HELPFUL INDEED IF INSTRUCTIONS TO HOST GOV DELEGATION COULD POINT OUT THAT THE SUBSTANCE OF TERRORISM BEING AN ITEM ON THE AGENDA IS THE IMPORTANT THING, NOT THE PARTICULAR WORDING EMPLOYED. AS FAR AS LIBERATION MOVEMENTS ARE CONCERNED, DEPARTMENTAL SPOKESMAN MADE CLEAR THEIR MOVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES ARE IN OUR VIEW SEPARATE. THIS QUESTION SHOULD NOT CONFUSE THE ISSUE. GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS ALREADY TAKEN CLEAR POSITIONS ON THAT SUBJECT AND WILL NO DOUBT CONTINUE TO DO SO.

6. YOU CAN ALSO POINT OUT THAT FAILURE OF THE GA TO INSCRIBE THE SUBJECT OF TERRORISM ON THE AGENDA, PARTICULARLY WHEN IT IS A MATTER OF WORLDWIDE CONCERN, WOULD IN OUR CONSIDERED VIEW REPRESENT A BLOW NOT JUST TO THE PRESTIGE OF ITS SECRETARY GENERAL BUT TO THE CREDIBILITY OF THE INSTITUTION ITSELF. IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THERE ARE WIDELY DIFFERING OPINIONS ABOUT THE SUBJECT
OF TERRORISM. TO REFUSE TO GIVE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY EVEN THE OPPORTUNITY TO AIR THOSE OPINIONS, TO DISCUSS AND DEBATE THE SUBJECT, WOULD BE SERIOUSLY PREJUDICIAL TO THE FUTURE OF THE ORGANIZATION ITSELF. IT COULD BE A TURNING POINT IN ITS HISTORY. WITHIN US, CONGRESS AND PUBLIC WOULD FIND IT INCOMPREHENSIBLE THAT ON HEELS OF MUNICH TRAGEDY, THE CROATIAN HI-JACKING AND CONTINUED CAMPAIGN OF MURDER VIA EXPLOSIVES IN MAIL UNITED NATIONS FAILED EVEN TO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE.

7. TIMING OF GA VOTES IS ALWAYS UNCERTAIN. YOU SHOULD THEREFORE NOT BE DETERRED FROM DEMARCHE BY BELIEF THAT IT MAY BE TOO LATE.